**Instructions of Panorama Head JTS-Rotator**

1. Put the shaft and stand of the panorama head over the tripod. (Picture 1)

2. Put the expansion sheet (Picture 2) on the digital camera. (Picture 3)

3. Put the digital camera on the tripod. (Picture 4)

4. See the prepared equipment in Picture 5.

---

**Matters needing attention in Picture 2**

When installing the expansion sheet on digital camera, please put the right angle side on right, that is the side close to the viewer of the camera, to make sure the expansion sheet is horizontal.

---

**Matters needing attention in Picture 4**

Loose Button A to slide the expansion sheet on. Button B is used to adjust the node of the camera. C is the graduated scale for adjusting horizontal (90 degrees means horizontal). Button D is for adjusting the angle in the vertical direction. When shooting, please tighten this button.